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Father Tom Kuffel at St. Joseph Catholic Church in Nome, one block north of the radio station. Thousands
tune in to KNOM to hear Father Tom celebrate Sunday Mass.

Dear Friend of KNOM,

KNOM was created to beam worship,
inspiration, news and education across Western
Alaska. When KNOM first took to the airwaves in
1971, some villages did not have a full-time priest.
Back then, three times more priests served the
region than do now. The need for KNOM’s live
Sunday Mass broadcasts, Rosary, Divine Chaplet and inspiration remains critical today. KNOM
encourages listeners’ shared faith connection
and sustains those longing for the Sacraments in
between priestly visits.
Unlike Alaska’s cities and the Lower 48, the
cost of an internet connection prohibits access
to web-based ministries for much of bush Alaska.
Thus, KNOM’s radio mission remains vital.
Father Tom Kuffel will be spending the
Easter Triduum in Kotzebue, one of the four parishes to which he is assigned. Father Tom Lankenau will be visiting Nome to celebrate Holy Week
services and the Easter Sunday Mass broadcast.
The faithful in the remote corners of

Western Alaska will continue to have a connection for their faith, thanks to your support. Father
Tom Kuffel remembers you and your intentions
in a special way during Mass on the first Friday of
each month.

“In many areas of our lives we trust
others who know more than we do.
We trust the architect who builds
our home, the pharmacist who
gives us medicine for healing, the
lawyer who defends us in court.
We also need someone trustworthy
and knowledgeable where God is
concerned. Jesus, the Son of God,
is the one who makes God known
to us.”
— Pope Francis

K NO M: Worsh i p , I nsp i r at i o n, News , and E ducation for Wes tern Alaska

The Epic Iditarod Returns

Last month, staff and volunteers brought all the
dimensions of the 1,000-mile Iditarod Trail Sled Dog
Race to listeners as mushers traversed Alaska’s wilds
along the storied, rugged trail. KNOM has covered the
race each year since the very first Iditarod in 1973.
To save costs and improve coverage this year,
KNOM partnered with the Alaska Public Radio Network (APRN). APRN employs two recent KNOM news
alumni: Ben Matheson and Zachariah Hughes, both of
whom have taken lessons learned at KNOM and applied them to successful reporting careers elsewhere
in Alaska. For Iditarod 2017, Ben and Zach were trail
reporters.
Ben and Zach did an exceptional job keeping
Western Alaska abreast on the race, which started in
Fairbanks because the Anchorage route didn’t have
enough snow. The race concluded with a victory for
longtime musher Mitch Seavey, also the father of last
year’s champion, Dallas Seavey. Mitch’s 2017 win was
his third, and it was doubly record-breaking: for the
fastest finish time in Iditarod history, and for the oldest
musher to win the race. (At 57 years old in 2017, Mitch
broke his own oldest-champion record that he had
set in 2013, at age 53.)
The Iditarod is a highlight of the year for
KNOM’s region. Listeners relish in the competition,
epic scale, and tremendous challenges the race presents to its mushers. The Iditarod honors the heritage
of sled dog mushing beloved and fostered within
Alaska Native communities for many generations.
KNOM’s volunteers refine their broadcasting skills and
deepen their understanding of rural Alaska.
In 2017, “The Last Great Race” also fostered a
connection with schoolchildren on the opposite side
of the country. In Natchitoches, Louisiana, students
at NSU Middle Lab School learned about the Iditarod
with a special curriculum enhanced by stories from
KNOM.

Photos: Sled dogs at the Iditarod race start in
Fairbanks; musher Nicolas Petit runs his team on the
tundra leading to the Nome finish line; champion Mitch
Seavey and his team, 3 miles from his record-breaking
win; schoolchildren in Louisiana learn about the Iditarod
via KNOM stories.

Fast Sleds on the Sea Ice

The Nome-Golovin (GULL-uh-vin) Snowmachine Race is a blisteringly fast and frenzied competition in which racers — predominantly residents of
Western Alaska — sprint to the Norton Sound coastal
community of Golovin and back to Nome. The fastest
racers finish the 200-mile route in less than 3 hours.
Every year, it’s a race that captures the interest of
KNOM’s local listeners.
KNOM staffers make an all-hands-on-deck effort to bring Nome-Golovin to the region. Volunteers
are on the front lines of high-speed, live reporting;
they brought the sounds and live developments of the
race to listeners directly from the start/finish line on
the ice of the Bering Sea. Especially with a race that’s
run at speeds of 100 miles per hour or more, live radio
offers an excitement and an efficient, simple stream of
communication that rallies the region.
Your support enlivens this race for KNOM listeners, especially friends and family in remote villages
who can’t be in Nome in person to cheer for loved
ones. Thank you!

The Iditarod Trail is marked by sturdy
tripods.
A single post will not hold up to an
Alaskan winter. Each post must be the
same length, or the tripod will topple in
the wind.

A Nome-Golovin competitor rockets from the
starting line; volunteer producer Karen Trop,
interviewing a racer immediately after his finish.

Three equal posts fastened together
form one tripod. So it is with the
Blessed Trinity: three Persons in one
God.

A Helping Hand from Van

A quick note of thanks to engineer Van Craft,
who spent time with KNOM during Iditarod last
month, helping with refinements to our still-brandnew digital studios, such as its phone system and its
battery backup power supply. Thanks, Van!

God does not promise a comfortable
journey — only a safe landing.

One to-do on Van Craft’s list during his Nome
visit in March: helping to bring online KNOM’s
battery backup unit, which will provide power to
the digital studios in the event of an outage.

Photos: Candy Gleason
and Meg Gabriel consult with a
village health aide using short
wave radio (circa 1970s); Anne
(Irsfeld) Johnson (1994) was
KNOM’s last support nurse. She
now works at the Unalakleet
Clinic; Doctor Harry Owens,
circa 1980s; Terry Romanesko,
Linda Peters and Annie Blandford
were honored by Norton Sound
Health Corporation for their
decades of service to the region
(which began as support nurses
for KNOM). Annie Blandford
came to KNOM in the mid-1970s
and still works for NSHC. She
also serves on the KNOM board
of Directors.

KNOM’s Unsung Volunteers

In the early decades of KNOM, a unique
partnership with the Nome Hospital and the
Jesuit Volunteer Corps supported the KNOM
Mission. The Nome Hospital needed nurses.
In the 1960s and ‘70s, recruitment was a huge
roadblock to staffing. Using KNOM’s connection
to the Jesuit Volunteer Corps, the radio station
provided the hospital with trained professionals
who were provided scarce housing at the KNOM
community complex.
Eventually, the volunteers would grow
to nearly two dozen radio, hospital, and parish
workers who lived in a compound of buildings
occupying a quarter of a city block. The KNOM
community enjoyed meals prepared by the community cook (also a volunteer) at the 30-footlong dining table.
71 nurses and 4 doctors generously
worked long hours at the Nome hospital and
lived as volunteers. Occasionally, other support
positions were created when a local need could
be met by a KNOMer. Beside their incredible
financial sacrifice, KNOM nurses added a large
measure of humility and caring to the community. Dinner conversations included banter about
a famous person interviewed by a radio volunteer

and a nurse sharing that she just worked a double
shift at the hospital.
After dinner, Dr. Harry Owens, who volunteered for KNOM for a number of years, would
get ready for evening rounds at the hospital, joking with a twinkle in his eye, “I’m off to the horsepistol (hospital), to stamp out disease and pestilence and save lives.” Doc Harry, like the nurses
with whom he worked, made the draining and
emotional work seem easy. Their compassion
was compounded when they surrendered their
entire paychecks to the radio mission.
In the 1970s and 80s, 70% of KNOM’s expenses were paid by support volunteers. The last
KNOM nurse volunteered in 1994. Now, 97% of
KNOM’s income comes from private donations.
Thanks to your support, the oldest Catholic radio
station in the country will soon be celebrating a
half century of broadcasting.

One of God’s arrangements is that
after winter, there should come
beautiful spring days. It happens
every year. And it happens in every
life.

C on ne c t w i t h u s o n social m edia:
Pl e a se co n si d e r K NOM in your es tate planning .

